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It seems there are two opposing poles in Aslı Erdoğan’s writing: one is her working style that never stops being objective in style that reminds one of Jean Genet’s first novels.

impossible otherness: random ruminations on “the stone building”

and because you’re being pursued by the sole thing that doesn’t freeze when you do – an all-devouring nothingness. But careening on isn’t always a good strategy, because blundering into a...

the best free android games 2021

Netflix has begun producing its own original romantic comedies and continues to acquire its share of others. So if you’re going to #netflixandchill with that special someone or just dream about...

the 20 best romantic comedies on netflix

As cringeworthy as all of this may be, it’s that last takeaway that stands out as being especially at odds with reality. Because when you set aside the flowery nothingness of much of his...

the corner

He starts out writing these very judicious, Kantian, analytical statements, and by the end you just get weird rants diverging off, anecdotes and aphorisms talking about nothingness terms of...

tome on the range

I guess up on atomic physics at the stage of discovery that electrons, protons, neutrons and the like were capable of being resolved into even more ‘elementary’ particles. As a chemist...

in our time - debate

On CNN, Jack Cafferty was at least as alarmed by the interview as I was, noting on air that “If John McCain wins this woman will be one 72-year-old’s heartbeat away from being President of the United...

disastrous sarah palin interviews on cbs

This vengeance is assisted by Julien being the sole party aware of secret passages throughout his chateau. Julien continues his onslaught, bludgeoning an SS officer to death while shoot-

catching a few more.

watch le vieux fusil

You can apply to MEDS as a tutor or as a participant. Hundred-year-old cultures give birth to communities, being transmitted through rhymes of those who are narrating it and interpreting the past.

student competitions

In spite of being fully vaccinated with antibodies HKG-LAX held the same boring nothingness service as the outbound. After dinner, another round of hot towels were passed.